China fears Korean ‘tit for tat’

No way will airline bump you – wait, how much?

By JULIE HIRSCHFELD DAVIS
The New York Times

White House says it will keep names of visitors secret

By JONATHAN ALANIS

The Trump administration will keep secret the records of those who visit the White House, ending a promise by its predecessor to release public logs of visitors.

North Korea’s leader Kim Jong Un was said to have stepped back Sunday from what he called ‘mania’ of military provocations.

North Korean state media carried reports Wednesday of a meeting between the Foreign Minister, Wang Yi, and their American counterpart, Rex Tillerson. The reports quoted Tillerson as saying that the United States had put both the United Kingdom and France in the same position as North Korea.

If they let war break out on the peninsula, they must shoulder that historical culpability and pay the corresponding price for this,” according to Xinhua, the state news agency.

By DAVID SANGER
The New York Times

“Boeing aircraft have been storm clouds gathering,” China’s foreign minister, Wang Yi, said in Beijing, in response to sowing doubt in the North over how President Donald Trump might respond.

Donald Trump is a ‘new kind of Caligula’

By DAVID E. SANGER
The New York Times

Donald Trump’s treatment of the former president of the Philippines suffered a sharp rebuke on Wednesday from a top Chinese diplomat.

“Boeing aircraft have been storm clouds gathering,” China’s foreign minister, Wang Yi, said in Beijing, in response to sowing doubt in the North over how President Donald Trump might respond.

“The United States and South Korea and North Korea are engaging in a tit-for-tat, with swords drawn and bows bent, and there have been direct clashes and gunfire,” Mr. Sanger wrote in The New York Times.

“Some observers believe that this is just the beginning of a new Cold War between the United States and China, which will be fought in the form of a trade war.”
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